
GAME DESCRIPTION

 Ladies and gentlemen, we are pleased to introduce tonight’s absolute star, the 
one with the red jester’s hat and the big grin on his face - the incredible and 
elusive Joker himself! And tonight he prepared a special show just for you!
Indulge into the bright and nostalgic kaleidoscope of classical slot machine. 
Fruits, bars, sevens, crystals and jokers. All of those are sure to take you on 
exciting trip in Platipus` new game - Joker Chase. 
True to his style, for this event, the magnificent Joker has prepared more than just 
flashy colors. The game is loaded with bonuses! For starters, finding at least three 
gems will award you with 6 free spins, and should you get more crystals during 
the free spins, you will get more Free Spins in your Free Spins! Amazing!
But should you truly give a joker run for his money, you may find yourself 
collecting 6 or more coins in one spin, and should you get that the legendary 
Respin Feature will activate! You will be granted with 3 respins, during which each 
coin will reveal its value - monetary prize or one of four Jackpots! But here’s a 
catch the value is paid out only when another bonus symbol lands anywhere on 
the reels during three of the awarded respins. But here’s a twist! You can get all 
those bonuses over and over again for as long as you land bonus symbols during 
the respins! What’s more, should you land all 15 of the coins simultaneously, all 
bonuses will be paid straight away again and award GRAND JACKPOT on top of it! 
Are you already laughing with the infectious laugh of Joker when thinking of all 
the fantastic things that can happen to you during your game? Are you prepared 
to chase for the magnificent joker in hunt of his bonuses?
Then newest Platipus` game - Joker chase is definitely for you!



THEME: JOKER, CLASSIC, COINS
TECHNOLOGY: HTML5
RESOLUTION: 1280x720
DEVICES: Mobile, desktop
PLAYER DEMOGRAPHIC: ALL
PLAYER SKILL LEVEL: ALL
REELS: 5
WAYS: 243
MINIMUM TOTAL BET: 0.40
SYMBOLS: 11
WILD SYMBOL: YES
SCATTER SYMBOL: YES
BONUS SYMBOL: YES
RESPINS FEATURE: YES
FREE SPINS FEATURE: YES
JACKPOTS: YES
GAME ID: 556
LAUNCH ID: jokerchase
DEFAULT RTP: 95,00%
RTP MAIN GAME: 35,38%
RTP FEATURES: 59,62%
RTP BUY BONUS FEATURE
FREE SPINS FEATURE:
RESPINS FEATURE: 

94,00%
94,00%

HIT FREQUENCY IN MAIN GAME: 32,23% (1:3 spins)
START FREQUENCY OF ANY FEATURE: 1,61% (1:62 spins)
VOLATILITY: Medium/High
CURRENCIES: 100+
AVAILABLE LANGUAGES: EN, DA, RU, ES, IT, ZH-CN, DE, TR, JA, TH, ID, VI, SV, 

PT, FR, ZH-TW, KO, RO


